Coordinate processing during the left-to-right hand transfer investigated by EEG.
Information about visuomotor tasks is coded in extrinsic, object-centered and intrinsic, body-related coordinates. For the reproduction of a trained task in mirror orientation with the opposite untrained hand, acquired extrinsic coordinates must be transformed. In contrast, intrinsic coordinates have to be modified during the execution of the originally oriented task. As shown recently, processes of coordinate transformations during the right-to-left hand transfer are associated with movement preparation and occur preferentially in the left hemisphere. Here, movement-related potentials, EEG power, and EEG coherence were recorded during the repetition of a drawing task previously trained by the nondominant left hand (Learned-task) and its execution in original and mirror orientation by the right hand (Normal- and Mirror-task). To identify EEG correlates of coordinate processing during intermanual transfer rather than effects due to the use of the right versus left hand, only those EEG data were analyzed which differed between the Normal- and Mirror-tasks. Whereas the Normal-task did not differ from the Learned-task in any of these predefined EEG parameters, beta coherence increased in the Mirror-task in the period ranging from 1 to 2 s after movement onset. These increases were especially prominent between hemispheres but were also observed symmetrically in the parieto-frontal electrode pairs of both hemispheres. Behavioral data revealed that the performance in the Learned- and both transfer tasks improved after left-hand training. Results of the present study indicate that coordinate transformation during the left-to-right hand transfer occurs in the phase of movement execution and affects predominantly extrinsic coordinates. Intrinsic coordinates are presumably mainly used in their original form. The modification of extrinsic coordinates is accompanied by increased information flow between both hemispheres; thereby inter-hemispheric connections--as mediated via the corpus callosum--seem to play a central role.